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In order to solve the global warming problem and other environmental and economic problems with 
global implications, it is necessary that the most relevant and important sustainable management options 
are well investigated and formulated. Models of biological growth should be developed that describe the 
production options available over time and space. These models should have relevant scales and be 
possible to integrate in general optimization models with spatial and dynamic dimensions, where not only 
the ecological problems are in focus but all relevant economical and technical problems are included. The 
forests are of particular importance, since they store large amounts of carbon and can produce a 
sustainable flow of biomass. The latest decades clearly show that detailed deterministic long term 
planning is irrelevant.

Energy prices, prices of industrial products and environmental problems rapidly change in ways that 
cannot be perfectly predicted. Research in environmental ecology with consideration of a sustainable 
world economy should focus on the development of growth models that are useful when stochastic optimal 
control theory is applied. Since biological production takes considerable time, it is very important to 
create options to sequentially adjust the production to new relative prices, growth conditions, ecological 
problems and possible damages caused by parasites, fire or storms. The analysis includes the structure of 
relevant stochastic optimal control problems and consistent development of research in environmental 
ecology.
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In order to solve the global warming problem and other environmental and 
economic problems with global implications,

it is necessary that the most relevant and 
important sustainable management 
options are well investigated and 
formulated. 
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The forests are of particular importance, since they store large amounts of 
carbon and can produce a sustainable flow of biomass. 
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The most relevant 

and important 

new sustainable 

management 

options are found 

where we presently

have very large

forest resources

with low degrees 

of utilization.
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Very large forest

areas in the north,

in particular in 

Russian Federation 

and Canada, 

are covered by 

more or less 

natural forests, 

where trees

of different sizes, 

ages and species, 

grow together.
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A simple calculation based on official
statistics shows that the sustainable
forest production potential in Russian
Federation is more than 2900 million 
cubic metres (over bark) per year.

The harvest (year 2008) was only
181 million cubic metres (under bark).

• http://www.lohmander.com/RuMa09/Lohmander_Presentation.ppt

• http://www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/FOR/forest_cdrom/english/for_fund_en.html
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Source:

http://www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/FOR/forest_cdrom/english/for_fund_en.html

(From Roslesinforg, 2003, VNIILM, 2003)
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Calculation of the long run sustainable production level
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Rough example and approximation:

All of the sustainable forest production
potential in Russian Federation 
(2900 million cubic metres, over bark, 
per year) is transformed to energy. 
(In reality, some fraction will probably
be used for other purposes.)

With 2 TWh/Mm3, we get:

5 800 TWh/year.



China is the world's largest power generator, surpassing the United 
States in 2011. 

Net power generation was an estimated 4,476 TWh in 2011.
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Modern research, based on typical conditions in the north, has shown that:

The economic value (present value) of forestry, starting with forests where trees
of different sizes and ages grow together, is usually higher if we use optimal 
continuous cover forestry than if we instantly harvest all trees and periodically
start new forest generations with plantations.

Furthermore, 

The forest biomass production (and net CO2 uptake) can be higher if we never 
harvest all trees, but always keep growing trees on the land. 

Many kinds of environmental values are higher if we use continuous cover 
forestry than if we periodically harvest all trees. 
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Why focus on mixed species forests?

The presently existing forests are to a large extent mixed species forests. 

Mixed species forests give more options to sequentially adapt the forests to 
unexpected events such as market changes, changing environmental
conditions, forest fires, parasites, etc.. In several cases they can be shown to 
give higher expected present values than single species forests.

Mixed species forests are less sensitive to species specific parasites and 
diseases

Mixed species forests have environmental advantages and make it possible
for more animal species to exist.
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Models of biological growth should be developed that describe the

production options available 
over time and space. 
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Forest growth model development should focus on 
growth in forests, where trees of different sizes, ages
and species, grow together.

The models should be flexible and make it possible to 
investigate the effects of alternative dynamic controls
(harvest volumes over time) and alternative selection
principles (species and dimensions).    
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These models should have relevant scales and be possible to integrate in 
general optimization models with spatial and dynamic dimensions, where not 
only the ecological problems are in focus but all relevant economical and 
technical problems are included. 
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The latest decades 
clearly show that 
detailed deterministic 
long term planning is 
irrelevant.

Energy prices, prices 
of industrial products 
and environmental 
problems rapidly 
change in ways that 
cannot be perfectly 
predicted. 
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Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Price_of_petroleum



Research in environmental ecology with consideration of a sustainable world 
economy should focus on the 

development of growth models that are 
useful when stochastic optimal control 
theory is applied. 
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Since biological production takes considerable time, it is very important to 

create options to sequentially adjust the 
production 

to new relative prices, growth conditions, 
ecological problems and possible damages
caused by parasites, fire or storms. 
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The analysis includes

the structure of relevant stochastic optimal 
control problems

and consistent development of research in 
environmental ecology.
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General growth functions are needed

����� = �� ��, �	, … , ��, �, �,  						∀�
The growth of trees (x) of different sizes and species are affected by 

- the states of all trees (within some distance), 

- the state of the environment, climate, etc. (P), 

- time (t)

- controls (U). 
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Next, special cases
illustrate the most central 
concepts and principles
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Will the moose eat

the pine trees?

This is not known when

the plantation is created.

If the forest contains several

tree species, the forest

production can continue

even if the moose will

eat the pine trees.
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Lu, F., Lohmander, P., Optimal Decisions for Mixed Forests under Risk, 

Scientia Silvae Sinicae, Vol. 45, No. 11, Nov. 2009 

http://www.Lohmander.com/Lu_Lohmander_2009.pdf
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How will the climate and the

acidity of soils change during

the next 30 years?

How will this affect the

growth of different species?

That is not yet known.

If we have several species 

in the forest, we can change

the species mix 

when we know more, 

at a later point in time. 
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Which species will be 

the most valuable to industry?

That is not yet known.

Relative prices change

as a function of technical

development in the 

process industries.

If we start with a mixed forest,

we can rapidly adapt forest

production and harvesting

to changing prices.
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With a mixed species plantation at Time 0, we can select species for continued production at Time 1. 

At Time 1, we know more (than what we knew at Time 0) 

and we can make a better prediction of the conditions at Time 2.
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PA1 and PB1 are the prices

of species A and B at Time 1.

These prices are not known

at Time 0.

The 

”OPTIMAL DECISION BOUNDARY”

is one example of a 

stochastic optimal control rule.

At Time 1, you should continue

production of the 

species A or B depending on 

the state (PA1, PB1).
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With other parameters, 

growth conditions, 

damage probabilities

etc.,

the

OPTIMAL DECISION BOUNDARY”

changes.

The graph shows what happens

if the expected growth of species A

increases in relation to the 

expected growh of species B.



The The The The stochasticstochasticstochasticstochastic pricespricespricesprices and and and and 

mixed species problemmixed species problemmixed species problemmixed species problem

An explorative investigation of the 
fundamental problem 
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Initial price process assumptions:

Prices are real Martingale processes. ��� = �.

��� = ��� + ∆���∆��� ∈ � �, ������(�������) = ���
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∆��� = ∆� + ∆� + ⋯+ ∆��"� + ∆��∆#∈ � �, ��� 		∀#∆��� ∈ � �, �����
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��� = ��� + ∆���
∆��� ∈ � �, �� − �� ���

�(�������) = ���
�(�������) = ���
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In most cases, ��� ≠ ���
Observation:

�(�������) − �(�������) &> �	#(	(��� > ���)= �	#(	(��� = ���)< �	#(	(��� < ���)
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��� = ��� + ∆���∆��� ∈ � �, ������(�������) = ��� ��� = ��� + ∆���∆��� ∈ � �, �� − �� ����(�������) = ����(�������) = ���
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In most cases, ��� ≠ ���
Observation:

�(�������) − �(�������) &> �	#(	(��� > ���)= �	#(	(��� = ���)< �	#(	(��� < ���)
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*� = +",��, *� = +",��
Expected present value of management system A 

without adaptive decisions:-� = � (−.� + *����/�� + *����/��)����
-� = −.� + *��(�������)/�� + *��(�������)/��
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�(�������) = ����(�������) = ���
-� = −.� + *����/�� + *����/��
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Expected present value of management system B 

without adaptive decisions:-� = � (−.� + *����/�� + *����/��)����-� = −.� + *��(�������)/�� + *��(�������)/���(�������) = ����(�������) = ���
-� = −.� + *����/�� + *����/��
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Expected present value of a management system AB with adaptive 

decisions. (50% of the stems are removed at ��.)

-�� =
− .� + .�� − 0+1 *� ���/�� + *��(���2 ���)/�� ≥ *����/�� + *��(�������)/��)2 (��� , ��� 4�+1 *����/�� + *��(���2 ���)/�� < *����/�� + *��(�������)/��)2 (��� , ��� 4�
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4� = � *����/�� + *����/�� ��� , ��� , *����/�� + *��(�������)/�� ≥ *����/�� + *��(�������)/��

4� = � *����/�� + *����/�� ��� , ��� , *����/�� + *��(�������)/�� < *����/�� + *��(�������)/��
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-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + 14� + (� − 1)4�
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-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + 14� + (� − 1)4�
1 = 	1 *� ���/�� + *� �(���2 ���)/�� ≥ *����/�� + *� �(���2 ���)/��)2 (��� , ���

4� = � *����/�� + *����/�� ��� , ��� , *����/�� + *��(�������)/�� ≥ *����/�� + *��(�������)/��

4� = � *����/�� + *����/�� ��� , ��� , *����/�� + *��(�������)/�� < *����/�� + *��(�������)/��
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Case 1:

Harvest revenues at �� are not affected by the timber prices ���and ��� (since harvests at �� do not give timber but other assortments, 

such as energy assortments and pulp wood.) 

We assume that all management alternatives lead to the same net 

present values of harvests at ��. 

In order to make the following derivations easier to follow, we 

exclude the present values of harvests at �� from  -�, -� and  -��.

We also assume that the timber harvest volumes are the same, h, for 

both species.
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-� = −.� + *��(�������)/��
-� = −.� + *����/

-� = −.� + *��(�������)/��
-� = −.� + *����/
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-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + 14� + � − 1 4�
1 = 	1 *��(�������)/�� ≥ *��(�������)/��)2 (��� , ���

1 = 	1 *� ���/�� ≥ *����/��)2 (��� , ���1 = 	1 ��� ≥ ���)2 (��� , ���
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PA1 and PB1 are the prices

of species A and B at Time 1.

These prices are not known

at Time 0.

The 

”OPTIMAL DECISION BOUNDARY”

is one example of a 

stochastic optimal control rule.

At Time 1, you should continue

production of the 

species A or B depending on 

the state (PA1, PB1).
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With other parameters, 

growth conditions, 

damage probabilities

etc.,

the

OPTIMAL DECISION BOUNDARY”

changes.

The graph shows what happens

if the expected growth of species A

increases in relation to the 

expected growh of species B.
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4� = � *����/�� ��� , ��� , �(�������)/�� ≥ �(�������)/��

4� = *�� ��� ��� , ��� , ��� ≥ ��� /
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4� = � *����/�� ��� , ��� , �(�������)/�� < �(�������)/��

4� = *�� ��� ��� , ��� , ��� < ��� /
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Summary of Case 1:

-� = −.� + *����/-� = −.� + *����/
-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + 14� + (� − 1)4�
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-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + 14� + (� − 1)4�
1 = 	1 ��� ≥ ���)2 (��� , ���4� = *�� ��� ��� , ��� , ��� ≥ ��� /4� = *�� ��� ��� , ��� , ��� < ��� /
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Case 2:

As Case 1 with the following constraints:

�� = ��� = � ⟹ ∆��� = �	;	∆��� = ���� = ���
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	7 = 	��� − ���

((7) = 	
�																			, 											7 ≤ −99"� + 9"�7			, −9 < 7 < �9"�																			, 																7 = �9"� − 9"�7		, 										� < 7 < 9�																				, 																	7 ≥ 9
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-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + 14� + (� − 1)4�
1 =	��

4� = �*� : ; + <7 ( 7 *79
� /
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4� = �*� : ; + <7 ( 7 *79
� /

4= = 4��*�/
4= = : ; + <7 ( 7 *79

�
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4= = : ; + <7 ( 7 *79
�

4= = : ; + <7 9"� − 9"�7 *79
�

4= = : ;9"� − ;9"�7 + <9"�7 − <9"�7� *79
�
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4= = : ;9"� − ;9"�7 + <9"�7 − <9"�7� *79
�

4= = ;9"�7 − ;9"�7�� + <9"�7�� − <9"�7== �
9

4= = ;9"�9 − ;9"�9�� + <9"�9�� − <9"�9==
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4= = ;9"�9 − ;9"�9�� + <9"�9�� − <9"�9==
4= = ; − ;� + <9� − <9=
4= = ;� + �� − �= <9
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4= = ;� + �� − �= <9
4= = ;� + => − �> <9

4= = ;� + <> 9
4� = �*�/ ;� + <> 9

4� = *�/ ; + <= 9
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4� = *�� ��� ��� , ��� , ��� < ��� /
4� = *����/
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Observation: 4� = *�/ ; + <= 9
For g=0: 4� = *�/;4� = *����/

*�/; = *����/
; = ���
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Comparison of investments for g=0:

-� = −.� + *����/-� = −.� + *����/-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + 14� + (� − 1)4�
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-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + 14� + � − 1 4�

-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + ��*�/ ; + <= 9 + ��*����/
-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + ��*�/ ; + <= � + ��*����/
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-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + ��*�/; + ��*����/; = ���-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + ��*�/��� + ��*����/
-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + *����/
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��� = ��� = ��
Let .� = .� = .-� = −.� + *����/-� = −. + *���/

-� = −.� + *����/-� = −. + *���/
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-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + *����/
-�� = −. − 0 + *���/
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Then, -� = -� = -�
Standard assumption:  ? > �.

A = � ∧ 0 > � ⇒ -�� < -� = -�
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Comparative statics for g > 0:

-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + 14� + (� − 1)4�

-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + ��*�/ ; + <= 9 + ��*����/*-��*9 = *�/<> > �
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Observation:

∆- = -�� − -� = −0 + *�/<> 9

∆- = -�� − -� 	
< �	, 										0 > *�/<> 9
= �	, 									0 = *�/<> 9

			> �	, 											0 < *�/<> 9	
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General comparative statics analysis:

-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + 14� + (� − 1)4�
1 = 1(��, … )4� = 4�(��, … )4� = 4�(��, … )
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-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + 1(��)4�(��) + (� − 1(��))4�(��)
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-�� = − .� + .�� − 0 + 1(��)4�(��) + (� − 1(��))4�(��)
*-��*�� = *1 ��*�� 4� �� + 1 �� *4� ��*�� − *1 ��*�� 4� �� + (� − 1(��)) *4� ��*��
*-��*�� = *1 ��*�� 4� − 4� + 1 �� *4� ��*�� + (� − 1(��)) *4� ��*��
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Observation:

On the decision boundary, the expected present values of A and B are 

the same,4� − 4� = �
Usually,*4� ��,.*�� ≪ *4� ��,.*�� and  

*4� ��*�� 	> �	1 ��, . 	 and  � − 1 ��, . are strictly positive and of the same order 

of magnitude. Then: *-��*�� ≈ 1 �� *4� ��*�� > �
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Observation:∆- = -�� − -� = −0 + F(��)*F(��)*�� > �

∆- = -�� − -� 	&< �		, 								0 > F(��)= �	, 									0 = F(��)> �	, 									0 < F(��)
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CONCLUSIONS:

In typical cases:

If  �� = � , a one species plantation gives the highest  expected 

present value.

At some strictly positive and unique value of �� , investments in 

one or two species give the same expected present value.

At higher values of  �� , a two species investment gives a strictly 

higher expected present value than a one species 

investment.



Conclusions:

• The latest decades clearly show that detailed deterministic long term planning is irrelevant. 

• Energy prices, prices of industrial products and environmental problems rapidly change in ways 
that cannot be perfectly predicted. 

• Research in forest production planning should focus on the development of growth models 
that are useful when stochastic optimal control theory is applied. 

• Since biological production takes considerable time, it is very important to create options to 
sequentially adjust the production to new relative prices, growth conditions, ecological 
problems and possible damages caused by parasites, fire or storms. 

• In particular, valuable options can be obtained via mixed species stands. When several species are 
available in the young stands, the species mix can sequentially be adapted to changing product 
prices, costs and growth conditions. 

• Professor Dr. Peter Lohmander, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, SLU, Sweden, http://www.Lohmander.com

• Peter@Lohmander.com
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